
“

Simplus built out fields and automations to synchronize leads from 
Marketo with data from sales reps, allowing reps to follow up with 
leads quickly and efficiently. In order to manage the two types of Crest 
employees, Simplus created separate roles, profiles, and permission 
settings to make sure team members only had access to their pertinent 
data. Simplus provided system admin and sales training and cleaned, 
managed, and imported the data from the homegrown system into 
Salesforce. Simplus created a custom object to import sales numbers 
and created custom automations and workflows to assign owners and 
associations based on various desired values.

THE CHALLENGE

THE SOLUTION

THE OUTCOME

We have been working with Simplus to get our system ready 
for the integration of Salesforce and we couldn’t be happier. 

They have taken the time to help us figure out what we need and 
don’t need, they have made suggestions but have allowed us to 
make the final decision, and they have done all of this ahead of 
schedule. We couldn’t be happier and would recommend Simplus 
to anyone.

Make complex things simple with Simplus and Salesforce. Visit Simplus.com
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SUCCESS STORY

Crest Financial used a homegrown portal made to track credit and 
account information but not built to handle marketing and sales 
processes. This required a lot of manual data entry across multiple entry 
points. Half of Crest’s employees are contractors. This required a mixture 
of user settings, profiles, and roles to ensure data integrity and security. 
Crest Financial chose Marketo for its lead generation and marketing 
needs, but they needed someone to integrate the data between Marketo 
and Salesforce and create workflows to enable the system to facilitate a 
lead distribution system.

”
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Inside Sales Manager


